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Risk is inherent in infrastructure and construction and isn’t something which can be eliminated. But it is 

something which can be managed, dealt with and minimised. This is critical to successfully getting the public 

the infrastructure services they need. 

The UK's Infrastructure and Projects Authority defines risk as the uncertainty of outcome, whether a positive 
opportunity or negative threat, of actions and events that may be within or outside the control of a project. 

At an ICE-hosted roundtable with Canada’s Future of Infrastructure Group, attendees from around the world 

discussed the main issues in dealing with transit project risks. These have a higher risk profile due to their 

size, the areas they impact, and the fact they often run through more heavily populated areas. 

The roundtable explored best practices in managing project risks from planning, procurement, contracting, 

delivery, and handover and where can governments, both as clients and as regulators, best make a 

difference. There is plenty of guidance and best practice, but this needs client leadership – this is when real 

change will happen. 

The challenges around risk management is the same across countries 

After decades of underinvestment, countries are catching up on transit development. In Canada, the 

expectation is to invest over $100bn over the next 10 years in transit projects. However, governments are 

quickly discovering that the skills, capabilities and capacity needed to deliver are not there, particularly at the 

sub-national/provincial level.  

Infrastructure delivery is now more complex, having to be mapped alongside existing services while meeting 

newer needs such as climate mitigation and resilience. 

Despite the new complexities and capacity issues, clients are still pursuing an approach of specifying budgets 

or costs upfront and pushing unrealistic timescales for delivery. This approach sees construction starting 

before a design has even been completed and signed off – the assumption being that the sooner construction 

starts, the sooner it will finish. But this is the equivalent of a manufacturer buying nuts and bolts and screwing 

them together before they have a design. 

Much of this approach is wishful thinking that ‘this time will be different’, but political timeframes rarely align 

with realistic construction timeframes. Meanwhile, not having a fixed cost on day one may end up getting a 

better result as uncertainty in price at the start is inevitable; instead, that time can be used to focus on 

improving outcomes. 
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Clarity on what is meant by risk is essential. There are many forms, from technical, to system and political. 

Different approaches are needed to manage risk treatment at different levels.  

Realism is also needed around the language used. Risks must be treated; they can’t be magicked away 

through ‘allocation’ or ‘apportionment’. A more grown-up approach is needed where risks are named, 

validated, and managed with the most effective treatment. 

We know the solutions just need to apply them consistently 

Project delivery includes complex processes in challenging environments generating technical, system 

integration and operational risks; there are many approaches to manage these. 

The need for new delivery models was frequently raised during the discussion, particularly ones that focus on 

driving integration through early contractor involvement, alliancing and a more explicit focus on outcomes. On 

the call, we heard about the role of contract structures as an important tool for driving collaboration and 

different thinking. 

To effectively treat risks, we need to bring a wider range of professions in early in the project. Further 

increasing organisational capability (and empowering that capability) is also crucial to help reduce uncertainty 

and risk. Stability of pipeline can help to maintain capability, but client strength and intellect are also vital in 

building organisational capability. 

In Canada, a common approach is to pay a stipend during the development phase. This allows this phase to 

be used to better understand what is being delivered and how it will operate. The whole-life cost and whole-life 

risks of transit projects can be better identified by bringing operational teams into design discussions. 

Political risk was also highlighted as prevalent. From the risk of not meeting the outcomes needed by the 

public to changes in scope as a result of changes in political leadership through several electoral cycles over 

the lifetime of a transit project. 

Australia was highlighted as a good place to study. Both state and federal have financial skin in the game and 

Infrastructure Australia plays a good role in vetting proposals from states to validate their readiness for 

investment.  

A federal funding government doesn’t just give money to sub-national projects, but can control when to 

commit to a project. Using that control enables the federal government to only press start when the project 

development has been fully completed and stress tested. The focus should not just be on what will be 

delivered at the sub-national level, but also how. 

Questions to take away 

• What else can be done to enable time for costing and scoping to be done properly? How do we 

address the balance between clients wanting cost certainty and the realism that this is difficult until 

construction begins? 

• We are good at identifying problems but repeating them on the next project anyway, how can we 

improve knowledge transfer from one project to the next? 

• What else can be done to improve collaboration on projects? 

• How do we address the balance  

 


